Surgically assisted rapid palatal expansion. An acoustic rhinometric, morphometric and sonographic investigation.
This study aimed to evaluate the effect of surgically assisted rapid palatal expansion on the skeletal structures of the midface. Ten patients (mean age 28.5 years) were investigated by means of acoustic rhinometry, study model analysis and sonography before and after the procedure of surgically assisted rapid palatal expansion. The measurements revealed that surgically assisted rapid palatal expansion not only resulted in transverse expansion of the maxilla, providing dental arch space for lining up the teeth; the procedure also caused a substantial enlargement of the maxillary apical base and of the palatal vault, providing space for the tongue for correct swallowing and thus preventing relapse. There was a distinct subjective improvement in nasal breathing associated with enlargement of the nasal valve towards normal values and with an increase of nasal volume in all compartments. The measurements showed a marked influence of surgically assisted rapid palatal expansion on the skeletal structures of the midface. The significant widening can be demonstrated by non-invasive examination. Success of the osteotomy procedure can be readily monitored by sonographic examination of the expansion and the subsequent ossification, which allows individually adjusted retention periods and avoids frequent radiation exposure.